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ABSTRACT: Increasing diversity and inclusion in science means making change, and making change means overcoming new challenges. The paper entitled “Service Dogs and Safety in Academic Laboratories” opens an important discussion on safely accommodating a service dog (SD) in classroom laboratories. This timely as the number of students with disabilities in postsecondary education is increasing, along with the number of people with disabilities assisted by service dogs, yet PwDs remain underrepresented in science. In this letter, we explain this sentiment and then go on to examine and respond to the statements in question.
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The paper “Service Dogs and Safety in Academic Laboratories” opens an important discussion on safely accommodating a service dog (SD) in classroom laboratories. This timely as the number of students with disabilities (SwDs) in postsecondary education is increasing, along with the number of people with disabilities (PwDs) assisted by service dogs, yet PwDs remain underrepresented in science.

Although the paper contains useful notes on the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), differences between SDs and emotional support animals, and SD registration, it paints an overly negative picture of what to expect when accommodating a student SD handler (SSDH) in a classroom laboratory. Many potential hazards described in the article seem exaggerated or could be easily mitigated by following the RAMP paradigm: recognize hazards, assess risks, minimize risks, and prepare for emergencies. By emphasizing hazards without also emphasizing strategies for hazard minimization and the positive impacts of a more inclusive classroom, the article risks communicating to readers that the experience of accommodating SSDHs will be defined by the negatives instead of the positives.

Examples of statements we think perpetuate the negative bias are listed below, followed by our explanation of how the situation can be easily accommodated.

1. “No one would want a dog to pick up items from the laboratory floor or to carry them for a partner…” This statement was presented as evidence for why SDs should be replaced by a lab partner and implies that SDs will inevitably retrieve dangerous items from the laboratory floor. However, a qualified SD undergoes approximately two years of training including six to nine months of advanced command training. They can easily be instructed not to retrieve an item. SDs frequently undergo additional training to fit the handler’s life schedule.

2. “The way in which the dog notifies its partner of a coming problem may startle not only the partner but other students in the laboratory as well, again a possible cause of a chemical spill or incident.” An SD is well-trained and clearly visible. Students can easily work around them. During advanced command training, after placement with a handler, an SD can be taught alternative alerts other than using a verbal alert or nudging a handler (e.g., using their mouth to grab a ribbon attached to their harness or collar, or sitting up and raising a paw).

3. “Equipment and containers for chemical waste are often on the floor or on low shelves.” Chemical waste containers can be relocated, or the handler and SD can be stationed away from certain equipment or containers. This is unlikely to fundamentally alter lab operations. There is real potential for exposure to a chemical spill, but as Redden points out, an SD should be trained to wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE), namely, goggles, a lab coat or clean room suit, and boots, which would minimize any risk of exposure.

4. “[…] A dog lying on a mat in the aisle is an even larger hazard [than a backpack or stool], exacerbated by the fact that the dog […] may occasionally stretch its legs or tail farther into the aisle.” Like any other assistive device, an SD is necessary medical equipment for a
person with disabilities. An individualized risk assessment should provide all SwDs, including those assisted by SDs, “reasonable accommodations tailored to an individual student’s needs to allow equal access to higher education.”10 Laboratories settings require accommodations related to laboratory-specific hazards. Examples of reasonable accommodations include arranging rooms to adjust floor traffic; relocating to an accessible class or lab; and identifying accessible workstations, eyewash stations, and alternate PPE.10,11 Moreover, SDs are taught to “tuck” under benches, tables, and chairs, a skill requiring the dog to tuck their tail around themselves and pull in their legs. This is a basic training requirement for an SD to keep them out of the way of traffic on public transportation, in restaurants, or in the home. Even after a shift or stretch, an SD would return to their tucked position.

5. “Heavier-than-air vapors can accumulate on the floor near the dog’s nose or in the dog’s fur.” Laboratories are equipped with fume hoods that would eliminate heavier-than-air vapors if used correctly. Permissible exposure limit (PEL) monitoring of hazardous chemicals is mandatory in laboratories used by any worker.12 Data using dogs as sentinel species indicate that dogs respond to many toxic insults in ways analogous to humans.13,14 Although an SD is not covered by OSHA, if this a concern then a PEL monitor at floor level can be requested as a reasonable accommodation.

6. “The ADA gives a student the right to bring a service dog into the laboratory, but it might not be in the best interest of either the dog or the partner to do so.”4 The risks can be easily mitigated, and the advantage of enabling the handler to participate in advanced chemistry and biology laboratories far outweigh the “dangers” to the dog or the other classmates. While it may seem unlikely to some that a dog could be in a classroom laboratory without being disruptive or dangerous, we know that it is easily done because one of us has done it.

In conclusion, we suggest educational institutions and science societies develop nuanced inclusive guidelines for accommodating SSDHs. However, it cannot be done without a forward-thinking approach to diversity: A negative spin fuels resistance to inclusion. We do not want to dissuade PwDs from science or encourage administrators to drag their feet and put up obstacles. We want to embrace diversity and promote the progress that is on the horizon.
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